2nd European i-Tree Conference
2 Oct 2019
Malmö, Sweden

Workshop 3 Oct 2019
Would you like to get more out of your i-Tree toolkit?
Register at:
www.i-tree.se

Don’t miss this fantastic opportunity to meet the experts and to find out
about the latest exciting i-Tree projects around the world!

For further information, please contact us:
Treeconomics
(+44 ) 01392 249170
info@treeconomics.co.uk

Since the first European i-Tree conference in 2015, the toolkit has been
used in many varied projects across the globe. Come and hear our
speakers talk about some of these projects, and find out how you
could make more of i-Tree in your own work.

Workshop spaces are limited to 40 delegates secure your space!

Day 1: Listen to ten speakers from across three continents share their
own applications of i-Tree - be inspired!
Day 2: Participate in our workshop which offers an introduction to the
i-Tree software and its application (spaces limited).

Get inspired at one of the most
charming conference venues in
Sweden!

New to i-Tree? Come and find out how this tool, created by the USDA,
can help you measure urban tree populations and calculate the
economic value of their eco-benefits.

Come and experience hospitality at
one of the most charming
conference venues in Sweden!

Programme Day 1

For workshop programme, please visit: www.i-tree.se

08:00 - 09:00

Registration and welcome - chaired by Johan Östberg - Trädkonsult

09:00 - 09:45

Treeconomics - Kenton Rogers, Danielle Hill
i-Tree for sustainable urban forest management - a review of UK projects

09:45 - 10:05

Johanna Deak Sjöman - Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
i-Tree - exploring the ecosystem benefits of Swedish urban forests

10:05 - 10:25

Blaz Klobucar - Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
ecosystem services from private urban trees - Swedish case study

10:25 - 11:00

Fika

11:00 - 11:45

Jan Willem de Groot - Pius Floris Boomverzorging, Netherlands
i-Tree as a tool for justifying investment in tree management

11:45 - 12:30

Scott Maco - The Davey Institute
globalising i-Tree - international applications

12:30 - 13:30

Lunch

13:30 - 14:15

Rachel Sheridan - US Forest Service
Fabiola Lopez - Mexico Urban Forestry Consultant
i-Tree Eco in Mexico - experiences and impacts

14:15 - 15:00

Jenni Garden - Adelaide, South Australia
i-Tree and Tree Engagement Experiences (TrEEs) in Australia

15:00 - 15:30

Fika

15:30 - 16:15

Craig Harrison - Forestry Commission Area Director
How has i-Tree influenced urban forest activity in London?

16:15 - 17:00

Questions to presenter panel

